Layout specifications

Commercial advertisements

Image advertising
Important! The dimensions given for margins, logo size and the balloon pointer apply to format DIN A4.
For any other format the values must be taken from the format series.
1

Logo

Text inside the balloon

The logo is 9 mm high. The distance from the right is 1/15
(1x). It is used in the standard version or in white and
should be in distinct contrast to the picture. The picture
area behind the logo should be plain.

If there is no continuous text in the balloon, the headline
is 16 mm from the bottom. Otherwise, the text is 12 mm
from the bottom (see examples with continuous text). The
colour should be chosen for good legibility. Text formats:
see text hierarchies below.

	Claim
The claim is 16 mm high. The distance from the right is
1/15 (1x). It is preferably used in the colours HR blue or
white, HR cyan is likewise permissible. The colour of the
claim should be in distinct contrast to the picture. The
picture area behind the claim should be plain.
2 Balloon
The balloon should preferably be in cyan or white, HR blue
and HR warm grey (30%) are likewise permissible. The
area within which the balloon may be placed is 1/15 (1x)
from the left and right and 2/12 (2y) from the top and
bottom. The width is 6/15 (6x) to 10/15 (10x) of the format width, in extremely long vertical formats up to 13/15
(13x). The height depends on the amount of text. The
shape should if possible be rectangular / horizontal.

3

Contact block
The text block is aligned with the logo below. In Group
advertisements only the URL is given. Hannover Re Group
companies may also add their contact details. The internet address is always in bold print – likewise the company
name in a complete contact block.
A complete contact block is shown on page 6.

Text hierarchies

Factline

*

Headline T2

Compatil Text LT Com Regular, 45 / 50 pt, optical kerning,
tracking 0, HR blue, HR cyan, HR warm grey, black, white,
space after 3.5 mm; character format of asterisk: font size:
40 pt, baseline shift: 7 pt, superscript
Compatil Text LT Com Regular, 20 / 24 pt, optical kerning,
tracking -10, HR blue, HR cyan, HR warm grey, black, white,
space after 2.4 mm

This is an example of continuous text and the internet address.
Est officabores voluptat quam, ipidebit eum adipsum.

Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 8.75 / 12.5 pt, metric
kerning, tracking 5, black, white

This is a picture caption. Usdaestiis et la nobis errorporit opta nonesti
nobis errorporit opta nonesti.

Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 7.5 / 10 pt,
metric kerning, tracking 0, black, white
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All dimensions reduced to 80%, dimensions in mm, x/y proportional
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Sponsoring advertisements
Important! The dimensions given for margins, logo size and the balloon pointer apply to format DIN A4.
For any other format the values must be taken from the format series.
1

Logo

Text inside the balloon

The logo is 9 mm high. The distance from the right is 1/15
(1x). It is used in the standard version or in white and
should be in distinct contrast to the picture. The picture
area behind the logo should be plain.

The colour should be chosen for good legibility. Text
formats: see text hierarchies below.

	Claim
The claim is 16 mm high. The distance from the right is
1/15 (1x). It is preferably used in the colours HR blue or
white, HR cyan is likewise permissible. The colour of the
claim should be in distinct contrast to the picture. The
picture area behind the claim should be plain.
2 Balloon
The balloon should preferably be in HR cyan or white,
HR blue and HR warm grey (30%) are likewise permissible. The area within which the balloon may be placed
is 1/15 (1x) from the left and right and 2/12 (2y) from the
top and bottom. The width is 6/15 (6x) to 10/15 (10x) of
the format width, in extremely long vertical formats up to
13/15 (13x). The height depends on the amount of text.
The shape should if possible be rectangular/horizontal.

3

Contact block
The text block is aligned with the logo below. In Group
advertisements only the URL is given. Hannover Re Group
companies may also add their contact details. The internet address is always in bold print – likewise the company
name in a complete contact block.
A complete contact block is shown on page 6.

Layout without a picture
Sponsoring advertisements may also be designed without
a picture. In that case, the balloon stands on a full-area
background in HR blue, HR warm grey (100% or 30%)
or HR cyan (see examples).

Text hierarchies

Headline T1
Headline T2

Compatil Text LT Com Regular, 26 / 29 pt, optical kerning,
tracking -10, HR blue, HR cyan, HR warm grey, black, white,
space after 3.5 mm
Compatil Text LT Com Regular, 20 / 24 pt, optical kerning,
tracking -10, HR blue, HR cyan, HR warm grey, black, white,
space after 2.4 mm

This is an example of continuous text and the internet address.
Est officabores voluptat quam, ipidebit eum adipsum.

Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 8.75 / 12.5 pt, metric
kerning, tracking 5, black, white

This is a picture caption. Usdaestiis et la nobis errorporit opta nonesti
nobis errorporit opta nonesti.

Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 7.5 / 10 pt, metric kerning,
tracking 0, black, white
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Product advertisements
Important! The dimensions given for margins, logo size and the balloon pointer apply to format DIN A4.
For any other format the values must be taken from the format series.
1

Logo
The logo is 9 mm high. The distance from the right is 1/15
(1x). It is used in the standard version.

	Claim
The claim is 16 mm high. The distance from the right
is 1/15 (1x). It is used in the colours HR blue or white.
The colour of the claim should be in distinct contrast to
the picture. The picture area behind the claim should be
plain.

3

Contact block
The text block is aligned with the logo below. It must
contain at least the company name, address, URL and, if
appropriate, “Member of...” An e-mail-address is optional.
The company name and the internet address are in bold
print.
For optical effect, a line spacing of 15 pt is left beneath
the company name and the address block.

Example of a complete contact block:
2 Balloon
The balloon contains a narrative picture and occupies
8/12 (8y) of the format height (plus pointer).

Text area in the balloon
The text area is white. The height of the text area depends
on the amount of text. Text formats: see text hierarchies
below.

Hannover Life Reassurance Company of America
200 South Orange Avenue, Ste. 1900
Orlando, Florida 32801
USA
kevin.oldani@hlramerica.com
www.hlramerica.com
Member of the Hannover Re Group

Text hierarchies

Headline T1

Compatil Text LT Com Regular, 26 / 29 pt, optical kerning,
tracking -10, HR blue, space after 3.5 mm

Headline HL2

Compatil Fact LT Com Bold, 12.5 / 12.5 pt, metric kerning,
tracking 0, HR blue, space before 5 mm, space after 1 mm

This is an example of continuous text and the contact block.
Est officabores voluptat quam, ipidebit eum adipsum.

Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 8.75 / 12.5 pt, metric
kerning, tracking 5, black

• This is an example of a bullet list. Est offica bores voluptat quam alis nam explace ptatia volore.
This is a picture caption. Usdaestiis et la nobis errorporit opta nonesti
nobis errorporit opta nonesti.
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Based on continuous text; indent 3 mm, tab 8 mm
bullet: 12 pt, baseline shift -0.5
Compatil Fact LT Com Regular, 7.5 / 10 pt, metric kerning,
tracking 0, black
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Hannover Life Reassurance Company of America
200 South Orange Avenue, Ste. 1900
Orlando, Florida 32801
USA
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kevin.oldani@hlramerica.com
www.hlramerica.com
Member of the Hannover Re Group
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*

Continuous text extras

	InDesign settings for splitting words and spacing
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Contact
Corporate Communications
Internal Communication and Publications
icp-requests@hannover-re.com

Editor
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Karl-Wiechert-Allee 50
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